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I am greatly honoured by the opportunity which has beén given me to
ddress this distingaished and informed audience. I realize, of course,

that anyone who comes before you and ventures into the realm of economic
ktheory is dangerously exposing himself . To use the vocabulary of another

eat sphere of human achievement,' which I must confess I have found . -
ecently to be even more fascinating than economics - I am in danger of -

eing caught off base . I am not â trained economist, and I may therefbre

tter heresies . In the Middle Ages heretics svere disposed of by being

rned at the stake . I think there rras even a time in history when the
itizens of this countryside had a way of making it hot for people rrho
alked out of turn on subjects that are normally reserved for experts .

nthese gentler days, horrever, I am not in danger of such extreme
penalties, and perhaps only my ears will burn for my indiscretions . I

,am comforted, raoreover, that I shall be in good company rrith L:y burning
ears, for I recall that as late as 1946 a great economist of vrorld
enown (J .i": . Keynes) crrote:

"The chances of the dollàr becoming dangerouslry
scarce in the next five or ten years are not
very high . "

I might add also that in my onm country rre rrere, at that very time, so
confident about our supply of dollars that we busily engaged ourselves
finding ways and means of restoring them to the United States Treasur`

repaying quickly for certain defence facilities that your forces
constructed in Canada during the r.ar .

The dollar shortage, erhich the economist I quoted sùid tisould not
materialize, has now made itself dramatically apparent in the very currency
in which he earned his living -- sterling . The difficulty, honever, r:hich

the United Kingdom is having on account of its trade balance is obviously
not merely a problem betv:een that country and the United States . The inter-

national ramifications of the situation were i>".mediatel .r apparent on the
monetary exchanges of the world the day after the pound Ras devalued . The,

sterling area extends to four continents . Some parts of it are highly
industrialized and dénsely populsted, some thinly settled but rich in
potential Nealth . The ecor.omic variety of the area is ç.atched by its
politicül co.:.plexity. Besides the British Isles and dependent overseas
territories of the United fiingdom, it includes Australia, Ceylon, India ,
biew Zealand, Pakistan and South Africa, cdiich are members of the Commonwealth,
in addition to Burma, Ireland and Iraq, Nhich are not . Its probler:s even
have their direct effect in ay country since Canada, in Aonetary as in some
other matters, often stands midn•ay betreeen the United States and the United
kingdom. The middle is a very satisfactory place to be if those on cither
side support, rather tr.an squeeze you . S7hatever the Canadian position may
be, however, there is little doubt that this eeneral relationship betneen
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the dollar and the pound, is at the heart of the present international
financial problem of the Western rrorld .

The problem itself is about as easy to state as it i s difficult to
solve . It is certainly not enough to say that it is merely a shortage of
dollars ^.hich causes all the trouble . The dollar shortage is, of cour se ,
real enough but it is the result, not the cause, of the present difficulties .
The difi'iculties themselves arise out of the present lack of balance between
aorld production .and world distribution . This, in turn, is lsrgely due,
either directly or ir_directly, to the r :ar; or rather to the uneven impac t
of the destruction and dislocations brought about by the war, which left
certain countries - normally great importing countries - much more
crippled and shaken than the great North American supplying countries . The
old Etiiropean rrorld was smashed ; the new world hardly dented by war . And in
the old world- the smashing was uneven and the recovery consequently uneven .

The roots of the crisis go much deeper, in fact, than anything i n
recent histor3r . From about 1 870 until after the first world war, genuine
international economic equilibrium was achieved by an expanding, .delicately
balenced and highly complex system of trade and finance involving capital
and gold movements and interna], adjustments in the participating
economies. The sÿstem was originally made possible by technical improve-
ments in transport and production, and was based on the classical division
of labour . Through its operation' industrialized countries imported raw
haterials and exported part of their production . The United Kingdom more
than any other country followed this economic trend to its logical con-
clusion by becoming dependent to a very high degree on food and raw
materials from abroad .

It is at least half a century since the growth of new industrial areas
outside of Western Europe created,the first stresses and strains upon this
complicated structure of international trade . The first .erorld r.-ar gave it
a tremendous jolt, and greatly accelerated the processes which were under-
mining it . The depression, of course, hit it with the force of an earth-
quake and when the second world war followed, it was not possible to patch
up the fissures which by this time had appeared. For the British, in
particu].ar, the-two wars brought real economic distress because they forced
the United Kingdom government to liquidate rapidly and without hesitating
over the long-term consequences, the great financial reserves and assets
Rhich it held abroad .

It is now clear that the Western World must set about re-designing
the structure of its international economic relations, even as it must
rebuild its international political life . This re-designing and rebuilding
may do some pretty drastic things to the old concept of the separate state
with its insistence on unrestricted national sovureignty .

The fact is that we are faced with a tough long-range economic problem
which is as political as it is economic ; which is in some ways as novel as
it is complicated and for which there is no single or simple remedy . A
return to the freedom of trade of 1914 is not practicable because the
political and economic conditions of that age have disappeared, possibly
for good . At the other extreme is the remedy of total control of trade by
governments . As I see it there is no salvation to be found in this approach
erhich restricts enterprise and initiative and which inevitably tends to
limit the areas of exchange and subsidize high cost production .

Somehow or other the flow of goods multilaterally must be restored and
this can only be done by a concerted effort based on friendly understanding
and r.orking together in the part of the neR world and the old . This ray
imtolve a re-examination of economic policy by all the countries concerned
in the lig,ht of the present situation . It rrill also mean that ar.y nevr
measures taken over here which rrill assist European recovery must be me t
by measures on the other side which will give the necessary assurance
that any assistance given will be effective .
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Our experiences in the past in this part of the wrorld make it possible
for us to discern a few unmistakeable principles which can usefully guide us
in the future . When I say "us", I mean the United States and Cenada : your
people and our people . Although our economic position is by no ar ans com-
parable to yours, it is nevertheless closer to yours than to that of any other
part of the world . I talk freely, therefore, in this company, of our
obligations and opportunities, feeling that what I say applies in varying
degrees to both our countries . I fully realize, however, that the degre e
of your responsibility and the measure of your ability to meet it is much
greater than ours, and that your policies and actions rrill be decisive in
away that those of no other democratic country can ever be .

You are, for instance, a creditor nation in respect of all the great
trading areas of the world, while Canada is a creditor only in respec t
of Enropean states . In our economic relations with you, we join the long
line of states that buy from you much more -- in 1947 it was two billion
toone billion -- than you buy from us . That fact has very real bearing
on our relations with you and on our ability to assist other countries .
Eut though we do not have the responsibilities which attach to you r
position of political and economic leadership, rre can nevertheless see
things more or less as you see them . It is for this reason that I speak
of the principles upon which I think we must approach our economic problems .

1

The first of these principles is drawn from our common experience in
the expansion and development of-this continent. . It is this . Given the
xill and encouragement to erork and resources to work upon, it is possible
for human beings to make enormous progress in a short space of time in
increasing the productivity of the land they occupy. I know that it is
fashionable to represent the development of the North American continent
as the ruthless exploitation of a vast treasure-house of natural resources .
This generalization is only part, and I think a small part, of the trnth .
For example, it is less than a century since the railroadnetwork bega n
to spread itself over the grain-grocring areas of the Western United States
and Western Canada . Since that time a great erilderness which rras quite
literally useless has been turned into one of the greatest and certainlp
one of the most efficient food-growing areas of the world . This Ras not
accomplished merely by exploitation. It was done by co-operative crork
and by the rapid and skillful development of techniques of all kinds, from
bridge-building to seed culture . It was also accômplished by means of
tremendous quantities of assistance from outside . The financing, the
original technical skill, in some cases the materials, crere brought. from
abroad to an extent that we do not nocr often remember . The men who first
penetrated Western Canada from IIudson's Bay were a group of canny 17th
century businessmen nho called themselves "gentlemen adventurers" . The
development of the nerr world nas, literally, a financial adventure on the
part of the old .

In the narrow technical sense, it was not alnays a successful adventure .
There are places in the world for example where part of the history of
Canadiân railroad building is written in large red figures in many invest-
mént ledgers . In the broad sense of the term, ho,,ever, there can be no
question .that it was an investment which paid dividends to people of
Aestern Europe a thousar.dfold . The old and the new world have nou changed
places as creditor and debtor . In terms, however, of the survival and grôwth
of western civilization, rrith all its values and traditions, there is no
mathematical account-book in which the sum o£ credits and debits can eve r
be reckoned .

i
The parts of the i:orld today which are receiving our support are not,

of course, vast unpeopled spaces, but they have great resources, tremendous
industrial potential, and, in places, highly skilled populations . They do,
noreover, offer a major challenge . In a real and urgent aray, the question
is placed before us whether these areas shall again become part of th e
great economic commonvrealth of the ►7estern World which may indeed become in
t lze a political co mn onnealth . The question is urgent, because I am sur e
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that the economic resources of restern Europe, of the new countries of the
Indian Ocean, of Africa and the Indies, will not be allowed to lie idle .
If we in the West «ith our economic and social methods cannot make sure that
they are used to the full for the benefit of their o6an people, and of the
free democratic world, there are others who advocate economic systems which
are strange and abhorent to us, who tYill gladly take on the task . In taking
it on, they will, of course, be actuated more by revolutionary political,
than by economic motives .

It is at this point that international politics and international
economics become inextricably related and that I attempt to define another
principle of action . We have recently embodied the conception of a North

Atlantic comr.iunity within the framework of the North Atlantic Treaty . In
coing so we have been primarily concerned to increase our ability to resist

aggression. I am sure, hoc:ever, that in the long run our hopes for the
safety of the North Atlantic world will prove illusory unless we regar d
the Treaty as being a great deal more than simply a military alliance .
The ternis of the Treaty, especially Article II, snecifically pledge its
menbers to make every effort to broaden the basis of their association, and
not restrict it to defence alone . This aspect o£ the Treaty, which holds out
the promise of economic co-operation, has alrrays seemed of particular
importance to the Canadian Governrent and to the people of Canada, becaus e
wé believe that in the long run our ability to stand fast against the
attacks of international communism will rest in the rrell-being of our
people. We also know that we cannot ensure that well-being by national
action alone . ie believe that the purpose which we have declared in signing
the North Atlantic Treaty can only be fully realized if by our joint efforts
ae solve the economic and social problems which threaten the area tha t
we have undertaken to defend .

I should not, I realize, talk in these broad térms about the economic
responsibilities which this continent, and particularly the United States,
has inherited, together with the great political influences which it now
exerts, unless I am prepared to say in detail c;hat I mean by my general

statements . This is neither the time, nor am I the person, to outlin e
in detail an economic programme for the Western pJorld . I am not even sure
that it is possible for anyone to do so now in other than general terms,
since it is so recently that we have been fully seized of the problem . It
is easy, horrever, to cite good examples of the kind of responsibilities
7hich I think the circumstances der•iand . The Marshall Plan, in my opinion,
was a great and imaginative act of statesmanship . No matter what th e
ledgers may show v;hen the final accounting of the E~ropean Recovery Programme
ismade, we shall never be able adequately to estimaté the benefit which it
has done in the Western World . We have only to consider the political
programme of the Cominform and the tight and exacting treaties which the
Soviet Union has concluded with her Eastern European neighbours to realize
what great quality the Marshall Plan possesses, in magnanimity, in
enlightenment, and in ability to produce in the results which are desired .
The loans and credits which your country and mine extended during the post-
war period to friends and allies r.hom cre desired to see recover their
economic strength are further exar..ples of a constructive and far-seeing
approach to the problem . There are still others . If you could be with me
these days at Lake Success «here the rourth Session of the General Assembly
is no,v meeting, you r,ould be proud and you rrould be excited to observ e
how the programme which is emerging from President Truman' s fourth poin t
is giving the breath of li!'e to the economic v:ork of the world organization .
It is due to the initiative of the United States that this technical
~assistance programme, to which I refer, is norr under consideration in the
Economic Com.mittee of the General Assembly, and you and your countrymen are
in my view, to be heartily congratulated upon it . I knon also fron our
experience in Canada, that your investors are prepared to send their money
abroad in great quantities if circuastances are such that they will find
~reasonable profit and security -- or at least that insecurity will no t
iarise through arbitrary action which is political in origin .
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These exa.r.•p1es r!ake me confident that the F,bility, the ingemaity and
the resources are available to meet the challenge of otx intorr.ation.nl
econonic situation . For this purpose r:,ar' actjustments will be necessary
throUrhout the whole area of the western Lorld, marr~► nerr trading habits
~~.y have to be formed, and neer conditions of investnent may have to be
2ccepted by both creditor and debtor alike . I am sure, hoe.ever, that
if :^e insist on defining the problEr:t in broa..d terms, and if :re keep our
eyes fiYed uron the objective of aworld in which the ecor.omic causes
of war, and the social and political conditions rrhich breed rrar, will
be reduced to the very lowest possible level, it is i7ithin our, power
to succeed .

One thing is certQ.inly clear that for such success, all -- not r.;erely
t..o or three -- free der;ocratic countries must work together . In that
co-operation, if it is to re effective, all of us l+ill at tires have to
rake inrediate concessions affecting national interests, foir ultimwte
advûntages . If «e refuse -- and espect the .other felloPr to do the
conceding -- then the highly encouraginb progress of recent years in the
direction of a firm and enduring structure of peace, based on the inter-
national orgPnization of the democrecies, vrill be stopped. We ctill
retreat to the old systen of international anarchy -- teach nation for
itself~`nd Gad for us all" . There rrould te only one beneficiary of that
retreat, the forces of reaction, of slavery, of totalitaria n
despotisn ; the forces, in short of international subversive coa7nunisn .
To r.laintain peace and ensûre prosperity those forces must be stopped
and one of the best mays of doing this is through international economic
co-operation on the part of those states who believe in freedom and
peace .
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